Abandonment  
AJ  
Amanohashidate  
Arly  
Autumn  
Baddie-Trap  
Beaded  
Bill  
Boscombe  
Brighton  
Caterpillar  
Create!  
Dandylion  
Ducks  
Egghead  
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Evacuation  
Falling  
Flow  
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Grounding  
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Harmony  
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Impact  
Inside  
Jodi  
Kiku  
Kurt  
Landscape  
Manipulation  
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Moon  
Northam  
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Recover  
Reflections  
Retired  
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Waste  
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Container Village  
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Deep Pool  
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Fallow Dragon  
Firey Autumn  
Flower Splash  
Foo Cat  
Happy Sickness  
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Ocean Village
Pauls World
Pigs Dream
Pining 1 & 2
Pipe Dreams
Poetic Imagery
Poetry Denied
Present Pillow
Rag Doll
Sea Scape
Sleeping Beauty
Snow Fairy
Solent Panorama
Southampton Rose
Spiders Web
Spokes People
Stolen Sentiment
Storage Box
Streety Warrior
Sun Parakeet
Throw Nothing
Tree Sprite
Untitled London
Vegetable Medley
Wendy Craig
Wire Daisies
Birds On Wire
Blue Hanging Bird
Creation Of Dream
Depp On Toast
Gothic Dream Catcher
Is Anybody There
Kissing Sun Parakeet
New Forest Stream
Order To Chaos
Revolutions Round
Town
Sales In Line
Spy Wink Wink
Stairway To Heaven
Sunshine And Showers
The Colour Project
The Colour Project
The Colour Project
The Green Cathedral
Tribel Mask Joy
What's That Then
Zip And Fishing
1 Photo Of Rose
1 Photo Of Urn
A Reaction To Mankind
Eight Keyed Concert Flute
Eye Full Of Eiffel
Gift Of The Naary
Ginger Hard Nut Rap
Give Peace A Chance
Gorillas In The Mist
Hometown And Other Ramblings
I Am The Warrior
Ink And Wax Sample
Night At The Opera
Sculpture Of A Statue
Soldier Of The Universe
Stars In The Pink
Stretch Of The Imagination
The Essence Of Nature
The Life Of Man
The Self Medicating Greens
The Tree Of Life
The Winchester Gallery Guide
Thinking Outside The Box
Tikulu's Pen And Ink
Title(Date)081-085
Venus In A Tree
Views Of The City
Woman Out Of Mouth
Adam And Eve
Scratch Disc
Buck Up 1 & 3
Dialogues 1, 2 & 3
Insides (Eat Shit And Die)
J. L. M. F. S.
P. L. T. L. R.
Things Take Time In Space
Three Doughnuts On A Doily
Washed Up by the Tide
What’s The Benefit
Iphone GT
Wire Butterfly Heart
And Dragonfly
Woman In Blue And White
A Reaction To Man
Scratch Disc
Mouth
J. L. M. F. S.

Gorillas In The Mist
Give Peace A Chance
Ginger Hard Nut Rap
Gift Of The Naary
A Reaction To Mankind
1 Photo Of Urn
1 Photo Of Rose
1 Photo Of Urn
1 Large Photo Of Exbury Gardens
A Star With Other Stars Attached
Coloured Paper Of A Sailing Vessel
In The Arms Of An Angel
I Don’t Know How To Use Photoshop
Seven Recycled Pendants On A Wooden Board
Spoke Cards Movement To Free Up Art
I Will Tatt A Jacket For Every Stone On Highcliffe Beach
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